PREPARATION FOR CONFLICT COACHING
The Circle of Hope and this document are © 2019 PeaceWise Ltd and all rights are reserved.
Please DO feel free to use this document in preparation for ANY conflict coaching
or mediation cases you may do, whether working for PeaceWise or not J.
Please do NOT use this document for any other purpose.
In particular, please do not incorporate material from this document into any teaching or
training you do other than when working for PeaceWise.

Issue

Notes
Comforting words?

How might I
open?
Concept of conflict as an opportunity? (introduce at some stage in the session, even if not beginning)
What appear to be
some of the main
issues and
positions taken?

Material issues:

Positions taken:

Relational issues:

Positions taken:

How might I use
the four G's?

eg.
How can you please and honour God in this situation?
Would you like to hear about an overall framework that might help you plan how to respond here?

What do I sense
may be heart idols
involved here?

How might I use
the slippery slope
diagram,
redemptive
pathway, seven
A’s, four promises
etc here?

Eg. explore whether the progression of an idol has led to attack and escape responses.

After revealing this, I can explore “Where would you like to be?” and “What do you need to do to get there?”

Pray into using the redemptive pathway/confession and forgiveness/announcing of God’s grace

Will I use the 7 A’s? Four promises of forgiveness?

Relevant scripture
passages I may
use?

What may be
some important
considerations to
help the person
I’m coaching
prepare to have
the conversation
with the other
person?

How might I use the PAUSE principle in negotiation of material issues with them?

Other things?

Anything I need to
do to prepare my
own heart before
coaching?

Other things to
consider…?

